Transforming Education. Transforming Lives.
EDUC 5007 Social Foundations
Lecture: Thursdays 10:30-12:30, Auditorium |Mr. Bill Tucker, wtucker@uwo.ca
10:30-11:30 will focus on Social Foundations. 11:30-12:30 will contain joint Social Foundations/T2P programming. Details will be posted in the T2P OWL site weekly

Section 2 (STEM): Thursdays 12:30-1:30 pm, 2051 | Mr. Bill Tucker, wtucker@uwo.ca

Section 3 (INT): Thursdays 1:30-2:30 pm, 2054 | Dr. Traci Scheepstra, tscheeps@uwo.ca
Section 4 (INT): Thursdays 3:30-4:30 pm, 1100 | Dr. Traci Scheepstra, tscheeps@uwo.ca

Section 5 (AP): Thursdays, 12:30-1:30 pm, 1100 | Mr. Mark Seaton, mseaton3@uwo.ca
Section 6 (AP): Thursdays 2:30-3:30 pm, 1100 | Mr. Mark Seaton, mseaton3@uwo.ca
Section 7 (ECE): Thursdays 4:30-5:30 pm, 2035 | Ms. Rose Walton, rwalton4@uwo.ca
Section 8 (Math): Thursdays 1:30-2:30 pm, 1100 | Mr. Mark Seaton, mseaton3@uwo.ca

Section 9 (IS FR): Thursdays 1:30-2:30 pm, 2051 | Mr. Bill Tucker, wtucker@uwo.ca
Section 10 (PJI FR): Thursdays 12:30-1:30 pm, 2054 | Dr. Laura Hermans, lhermans@uwo.ca
Section 11 (UR): Thursdays 12:30-1:30 pm, 1054 | Dr. Jennifer Ingrey, jingrey@uwo.ca
Section 12 (UR): Thursdays 1:30-2:30 pm, 1054 | Dr. Jennifer Ingrey, jingrey@uwo.ca

Course Calendar Copy:
An introduction to teaching as a profession through the study of the historical, colonial, political,
socio-cultural, and legal dimensions of education. The course includes a critical focus on the structure,
governance and contexts of Ontario education, relevant policies and issues of equity to inform the
practices of educators. 2 hours per week, full year, .5 credit.

Bachelor of Education At-A-Glance:
This course is located in Year

1

Term

1&2 of the Bachelor of Education.

Course Information:
The Purpose of the Course:
Each of the five elements in the Ontario College of Teachers’ Standards of Practice is integral to the overall structure of the course in at least the following ways:
• Commitment to Students and Student Learning is exemplified through the opportunities to understand the structures and cycles of oppression that have marginalized certain
groups of students, so that you can support all students and their learning experiences; through culturally relevant and sustainable pedagogy.
• Professional Knowledge is related to understanding various contexts that shape education; historical and contemporary inequities in society; the development of the curriculum;
governance, structure and funding of education; provincial legislation, policies and procedures, and professional standards.
• Professional Practice and the exercise of professional judgment are stressed alongside a commitment to socially just practice that continues to ask how and why certain students
are marginalized and how classroom practice through policy, curriculum, and pedagogy can disrupt cycles of oppression; student-teachers explore how their own positionality
affects classroom practice.
• Ongoing Professional Learning is emphasized throughout the course, primarily through the teaching portfolio assignment. You will be encouraged to consider how to embrace
positive, socially just change within educational systems, and how to contribute to the continuous process of improving their own practice, in collaboration.
• Leadership in Learning Communities is emphasized through an understanding of the local communities within which you will teach; and how you can collaborate respectfully with
colleagues and with other members of the broader educational community to support student learning.

competencies are developed from the Ontario College of Teachers' Standards of Practice

Planned Curriculum:
Week 1

Sept 5, 2019

Topic:

additional course assessment information is detailed later in the syllabus

Introduction to Teaching, this course, & case studies

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.1

● Why do you want to be a teacher? What kind of
teacher do YOU want to be?
● How does your identity shape the kind of teacher
you want to be?
● What are the benefits and challenges of
teaching?
● What are the different roles of a teacher today?
● What is the case study method?

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Weekly Materials & Readings: Allison, D.J. & Allison, P.A. (2001). Working on Case Studies and Other Professional Problems.
Recommended: Kirk, G. and Okazawa-Rey, M. “Who Am I?” Who are my People? In Adams, M. et a. (Eds.) Readings for Diversity and Social Justice (pp. 8-11, 14). New York: Routledge

Week 2

Sept 12,
2019

Topic:

Competencies:

Sept 19,
2019

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

● What are the purposes/aims of education
(historically, comparatively and today)?
● What values and beliefs inform the different
purposes/aims of education? How do these
reflect different perspectives about education?
● What determines your educational philosophy?
● How can you develop your educational
philosophy?

1.4

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 3

Perspectives, Philosophies, and Purposes of Public Schooling: A Historical & Comparative Perspective

D. Stewart (2005). Purposes of Public Education: Philosophical Reflections. Education Canada, 45(1), 1-4.
Recommended: Marshall Mangan, J. & Davidson-Harden, A. (2006). “Ontario Schools in a Social and Cultural Context.

Topic:

Structures and Governance of Education

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

2.1, 3.1

● What is the historical basis for the structures and
governance of Canadian schools?
● What are the structures and governance of the
education system(s) in Ontario and Canada
today and how are they changing?
● Why is it important to understand the structures and
governance of education as a teaching
professional?

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Weekly Materials & Readings: Ontario Education Services Corporation (2010). Good governance: A guide for trustees, school boards, directors of education and communities, pp. 6-14.
Recommended: Wallner, J. (2014). Introduction: An unexpected policy framework. In M. Howlett, D. Laycock, S. McBride (Eds.), Learning to school:
Federalism and public schooling in Canada (pp. 3-7, 21-28).Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press
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competencies are developed from the Ontario College of Teachers' Standards of Practice

Planned Curriculum:
Week 4

Sept 26,
2019

Topic:

Week 5

Oct 3, 2019

Oct 10, 2019

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

● What is meant by ‘resourcing education’? Why is it important to
understand how public
education is resourced?
● How are funds for K-12 public education allocated in Ontario? How
much is spent
annually? Is it “adequate” to meet system goals?
● What are some current trends in Canadian education that connect
to resourcing, and what
values and perspectives do these trends reflect? (e.g. neoliberal)
● What are the equity implications of the current resourcing/financing
systems in Ontario?

3.1

Ontario Ministry of Education (2015). 2015-2016 Education funding - A guide to the grants for students needs, 1-5, 19-20.

Topic: Roles and Responsibilities of Teachers
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.3
3.2
4.1

● What are the professional and ethical standards
that guide teaching in Ontario?
● What principles, questions and issues should
guide your actions as a teacher?
● What are your moral boundaries? Ethics of
teaching? Moral obligations?
● How can the study of case law inform your
practice as a teacher today?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 6

Resourcing K-12 Public Education in Canada; Current Trends in Canadian Education

Competencies:

Weekly Materials & Readings:

additional course assessment information is detailed later in the syllabus

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Teaching Philosophy / Belief
Statement Part 1 due

Crook, K., & Truscott, D. (2015). Ethics and law for teachers (2nd Ed.), (Ch.1), Toronto: Nelson
Recommended: Chapter 2 of above, and Hackman, H. (2005). Five essential components for social justice education. Equity & Excellence in Education, 38(2), 103-109.

Topic: Teacher Professionalism: Teacher Federations, Collective Bargaining and the Ontario College of Teachers
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

4.1
4.2

● How is teacher professionalism related to membership in teacher
federations and teaching
councils?
● What has been the historical development of teachers’
federations/unions and the teaching
council in Ontario?
● What are the purposes of the teachers’ federations and the OCT?
● What is collective bargaining and how does it work?

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

ETFO (2016). Bargaining and Agreements: The Importance of Collective Agreements. Retrieved from http:www.etfo.ca/bargainingand
Weekly Materials & Readings: 

agreements/pages/default/aspx
Recommended: Hanson, A. (2002). Achieving the Right to Strike: Ontario Teachers’ Unions and Professionalist Ideology. Just Labour: A Canadian Journal of Work
and society, 14, PP.
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competencies are developed from the Ontario College of Teachers' Standards of Practice

Planned Curriculum:
Week 7

Oct 24, 2019

Topic:

additional course assessment information is detailed later in the syllabus

Teacher Professionalism: Legal Rights and Responsibilities

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.4

● What are your legal rights as a
teacher?
● What are your legal responsibilities?
● What are the consequences of the
law for professional practice in
teaching?

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Weekly Materials & Readings: Dickinson, G. M. & Allison, P. (2002) What the law expects of teachers in their practice of duties.

Recommended: Parkay, F.W. et al (2013). Ch. 4 Canadian School Governance and Law. In Becoming a Teacher, Toronto: Pearson (pp. 116-124)

Week 8

Oct 31, 2019

Topic:

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.1
1.2
3.2

● What does the law expect of teachers in the practice of
their duties?
● Is a teacher always a teacher, even after school hours?
Do teachers have the right to be involved in any activities of
their choosing, if they are happening outside of school hours
and off the school property?
● What kind of reach and recourse do teachers’ employers
have in these situations? What is the role of the College of
Teachers?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 9

Nov 7, 2019

Duties, Sanctions, and Remedies

Dickinson, G. & Allison, P. (2000). Notes on Reporting Child Abuse under the Child and Family Services Act.
Ontario College of Teachers (2015). Professional Advisory – Duty to Report

Topic:

Exercise of Authority

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

3.1

● What does it mean to be an educational
vs. police/state agent?
● Under what conditions can educators
engage in search and seizure?
● What are pupils’ duties?
● What are the dilemmas teachers face in
search and seizure situations?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Belief Statement Part 2 due

Dickinson, G. (2000). Case Comment: Still searching for reason. Education & Law Journal, 10, excerpts (6 pages).
Recommended: Weir, R. (2003). What the new Youth Criminal Justice Act means to your school. (Spring, Education Law News, 1-4)
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competencies are developed from the Ontario College of Teachers' Standards of Practice

Planned Curriculum:
Week 10

Jan 9, 2020

Topic:

Jan 16, 2020

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

3.3
3.4
5.1

● What does it mean to engage in critical reflexivity? How is
reflexivity different from
reflection?
● How does being in the classroom teaching help you to better
understand Social
Foundations course content?
● What can we learn about our roles and responsibilities as
teachers from critical incidents
we experience during practicum teaching?

Jan 23, 2020

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Ryan, T. (2005). When you reflect are you also being reflexive? The Ontario action researcher, 8(1), 2.
Recommended: Bolton. (2009). Reflection and reflexivity: What and why. Retrieved from: http://uk.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-binaries/32441_01_Bolton_3e_Ch_01.pdf

Topic:

Equity in Education Policies and Practices – Social Class and Poverty

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.3

● How can we understand educational issues related to social
class through an equity perspective?
● Why is it important to understand the broader socio-cultural,
SES backgrounds of the students we teach?
● What is an anti-deficit approach to thinking about teaching
students who live in poverty and/or come from low-income
families?
● How is the myth of meritocracy reproduced in schools?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 12

Teacher Professionalism & critical reflexivity

Competencies:

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 11

additional course assessment information is detailed later in the syllabus

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Laurie, D., Campbell, A., Kim, A., Lynn, J., McIsaac, W., Mott, C. Russel, S., Solomon, S. (Eds). (2010). “But Miss, he smells!” In Creating Spaces: Embedding equity in
education (pp. 24-39). Toronto, ON: OSSTF/FEESO.
Recommended: Brantlinger, E. (2003). Who wins and who loses? Social class and student identities. In M. Sadowski (Ed.), Adolescents at school: Perspectives on youth, identity, and education (pp.107-126). Cambridge, MA:
Harvard Education Press.
Ciuffetelli Parker, D., & Flessa, J. (2011). Chapter 1 and 2: An introduction to understanding poverty and schooling through case study research. AND Building acommon purpose: The case of downtown core school. From Poverty
and schools in Ontario: How seven elementary schools are working to improve education. Toronto: ON: ETFO.

Topic: Equity in Educational Policies and Practices– Race, Ethnicity and Culture
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.3

● How can we understand educational issues of race, ethnicity and
culture through an equity lens?
● How is anti-racist education different from multicultural education?
● What is white privilege and how is a critical awareness of one’s
positionality and privilege essential in anti-racist education practices?
● What policies have been developed to meet the needs of
racial/cultural minorities in Ontario schools?
● Required Reading:Burleigh, D., & Burm, S. (2014). Unpacking Our
White Privilege: Reflecting on Our Teaching Practice. In education, 19
(2).

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Video Presentation due

DiAngelo, R. & Sensoy, O. (2010). “Ok, I get it! Now tell me how to do it!”: Why we can’t just tell you how to do critical multicultural education. Multicultural Perspectives, 12(2), 97-102.
Recommended: Burleigh, D., & Burm, S. (2014). Unpacking Our White Privilege: Reflecting on Our Teaching Practice. In education, 19(2), 108 -118.
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competencies are developed from the Ontario College of Teachers' Standards of Practice

Planned Curriculum:
Week 13

Jan 30, 2020

Topic: Equity in Educational Policies and Practices – FNMI Issues in Education
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.2
1.3
2.2

● What were the residential schools in Canada and how
did they operate as a part of a cultural genocide policy?
● What have been the effects of the residential school
system on FNMI students today?
● What Ministry Policies/Board/School practices have
been put in place to meet the learning
needs of FNMI students in Ontario?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 14

Feb 6, 2020

additional course assessment information is detailed later in the syllabus

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Ontario First Nation, Métis, and Inuit Education Policy Framework. Retrieved from: www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/aboriginal/fnmiFramework.pdf

Topic: Equity in Education Policies and Practices –Gender and Sexuality
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

● How can we understand educational issues related to gender and sexuality through
anequity perspective?
● What is the boy crisis in education and how has it been debunked through research?
● What policies have been developed to address the needs of LGBTQ students?
● How do understandings of terminology (i.e. sexuality, sex, gender identity, gender
expression, etc.) refine our anti-oppressive practice as educators teaching all students
including LGBTQ students?
● What is gender diversity and how is it a separate but related concern to
anti-homophobiapolicy and pedagogy?
● How can the voices of students be particularly useful for our understanding of the
experiences of LGBTQ youth in schools?

1.3

Weekly Materials & Readings: Meyer, E.J. (2014). Supporting gender diversity in schools: Developmental and legal perspectives. In E. J. Meyer & A. Pullen Sansfacon (Eds.), Supporting transgender and

gender creative youth: Schools, families, and communities in action (pp. 69-84). New York, NY: Peter Lang
Recommended: Martino, W. (2008). Boys' Underachievement: Which Boys are We Talking About?. Ontario, Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat. AND Goldstein, T., Collins, A.,
Halder, M. (2008). Anti-Homophobia education in public schooling: A Canadian case study of policy implementation. Journal of Gay & Lesbian Social Services, 19(3-4), 47-66.

Week 15

Feb 13, 2020

Topic:

Equity in Education Policies and Practices – Franco-Ontario and Roman Catholic Schools

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

4.2

● How can we understand French language and Roman
Catholic educational issues in Ontario’s K-12 public
education context through an equity perspective?
● How is this a constitutional issue?
● What are the implications of understanding this history
for current teacher practices? The future of minority
language and religious separate schools in Ontario and
across Canada?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Young, L. Levin, B. & Wallin, D. (2014). Chapter 2 -The structure of Canadian Schooling. In Understanding Canadian schools: An introduction to educational administration (5th ed.) (re-read two sections:
Separate and dissentient school systems, Minority language education rights). Retrieved from https://home.cc.umanitoba.ca/~wallind/understandingcanadianschools5.html
McGowan, M. (N.d.) Catholic Education in the Province of Ontario – A History. Retrieved from
http://www.ocsta.on.ca/ocsta/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/A-ShortHistory-of-Catholic-Schools-in-Ontario-Mark-McGowan.pdf
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competencies are developed from the Ontario College of Teachers' Standards of Practice

Planned Curriculum:
Week 16

Feb 27, 2020

Topic:

additional course assessment information is detailed later in the syllabus

Equity in Education Policies and Practices– Special Education through a Critical Disability Lens

Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

1.4
1.3

● What is Disability Studies and what is new about its models? How is
Disability Studies distinct from Special Education
● How can Disability Studies work with Special Education to prioritize
the rights and dignity of the student? How might the needs of the
whole class/group also be balanced alongside tending to the rights
and dignity of the individual given finite resources?
● What are some of the debates surrounding inclusive education?
● What are current policies in place for Special Education?

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Reaume, G. (2014). Understanding critical disability studies. Canadian Medical Association Journal, 186(16), 1248-1249.)

Weekly Materials & Readings: Recommended: Lalvani, P., & Broderick, A. A. (2013). Institutionalized ableism and the misguided “Disability Awareness Day”: Transformative pedagogies for teacher education. Equity & Excellence in
Education, 46(4), 468-483. AND Connor, D. J. (2013). Who “Owns” Dis/ability? The Cultural Work of Critical Special Educators as Insider–Outsiders. Theory & Research in Social Education, 41(4), 494-513.

Week 17

Mar 5, 2020

Topic: Curriculum
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

3.1
3.3

● What is taught in schools? Who decides?
● Whose knowledge counts?
● What does it mean to indoctrinate students?
● What are different perspectives on learning (Traditional
vs Progressive; Child-centred vs. Content-Based) and how
do these perspectives influence how you teach?
● What are some current content-area/curriculum trends?
● How have these content areas come to have
prominence in the curriculum?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Week 18

Mar 12, 2020

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Recommended: Radwanski, G. (1987). Ontario Study of the Relevance of Education and Issue of Dropouts. Toronto. ON. (Excerpts from chapter 3. 7 pages).

Topic: 21st century Challenges and Opportunities
Competencies:

Content / Guiding Questions / Strategies:

35
4.2
5.1

● What are the challenges facing teachers in the 21st
century? What are the opportunities?
● What role will new media technologies play in
education?
● How might new media technologies impact the learning
process and the role of the
teacher?
● What are the benefits and liabilities of new media
technologies in schools?

Weekly Materials & Readings:

Formative / Summative Assessment Activities:

Belief Statement Part 3 due
Teaching Philosophy/Belief
Statement Final due

Godsey, Michael. (2015) “The Deconstruction of the K-12 Teacher”. The Atlantic. http://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2015/03/the-deconstruction-of-the-k-12-teacher/388631/
Recommended: Tyner, Kathleen. (2011) Media Literacy and the Promise of School Change. Journal of Media Literacy, 57:2. (8 pages)
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Fundamental Topics included in Course:
Topics covered in this course, and the level of proficiency at which they are examined, are indicated below.
1 = Introduce

2 = Apply

3 = Examine

1

Assessment

2

Indigenous Ways of Knowing

1

Classroom Management

1

Individual Education Plan (IEP)

2

Differentiated Instruction

3

Duty to Report

1

English Language Learners

2

Rubrics

1

Technology in the Classroom

Lesson Plans

Unit Plans

Ministry of Educ Curriculum

Universal Design for Learning

Report Cards

Other:

Assessment and Course-Specific Grading Policies:
Due: Oct 3, 2019

Teaching Philosophy / Belief Statement Part 1 (15%)

Due: Nov 7, 2019

Belief Statement Part 2 (15%)

Due: Mar 12, 2020

Belief Statement Part 3 (15%)

Due: Mar 12, 2020

Teaching Philosophy / Belief Statement Final (15%)
Your teaching philosophy and belief statements will develop during the course and become one of the most important parts of your
professional portfolio. However, it is often the most difficult section to complete. Your teaching philosophy may well change/evolve over time as
your experiences and learnings add to your own foundational approach to teaching. An educator’s philosophy is that individual’s True North…
that intrinsic compass that guides an individual’s thoughts, words and actions. The most impactful statements are those that are clear, concise
and written with conviction. For the Social Foundations course, the focus of the teaching philosophy is twofold. First, your philosophy should
reflect your understanding of what it means to be a professional teacher. Second, your statement should reflect your understanding of how to
put principles such as equity and inclusion into your teaching practice to support the learning of all pupils.
For your belief statements, there will be three sections in our course:
1) Purposes, contexts, governance, funding and structures of education
2) Teacher Professionalism – legal issues
3) Teacher Professionalism – equity and inclusion
The body of your teaching philosophy and belief statements may be up to about 10 pages. By the end of the course your submission will
include:
- Table of Contents
- Your teaching philosophy (no longer than 2 pages)
- For EACH of the three sections above, a one page belief statement PLUS one item/artifact that demonstrate your knowledge of the key
learning outcomes associated with the course.
- Your final submission will also include an additional ½ to 1 page critical reflection about any revision(s) you have made to your philosophy and
belief statements.

Due: Jan 23,
2020

Ongoing

Video Presentation (20%)
You will create a video presentation of an artifact taken from either this course or from your practicum experience—an artifact that supports your teaching
philosophy statement. You will identify an artifact of teaching, an object that mediates your teaching role in a school (e.g., it might be a course timetable, a lesson
plan , a particular policy text, a student evaluation tool, a particular object in a classroom or a gathering space, etc). In your 5-minute video clip you will introduce
the object, present the reasons why this object plays a mediating role in your teaching practice, and discuss how this object, as a support/reference, also relates to
the course readings/lessons. More information about video production and the rubric will be available during the course. Evaluation will be based on the creative
and conceptual ideas presented about the object. You are not expected to produce professional videos! Rather, the focus is on the conceptual presentation.
Note: Other students in your class will have an opportunity to review the video and provide comments about the way this object relates to teaching.

Preparation and Participation (20%)
Participation grades will be calculated based on a number of factors. Broadly, you are expected to participate in all individual and group activities which are
designed to demonstrate student understanding of material. You are also expected to attend every class, participate in classroom discussion and come to class
prepared. Being prepared for class entails bringing the assigned readings, demonstrating that these reading have been completed (through annotated notes and
demonstrated understanding during discussion). There is an expectation that you will also participate in large and small group discussions and keep documentation
of these conversations. Appropriate use of electronic devices is part of your participation in our class. Technological devices used in class should be for learning
purposes only. Those who use their devices for non-educational purposes will be subject to a reduction in preparation and participation grades. A weighted
self-assessment rubric will be used in the final class. Self-assessment scores will be moderated by instructors’ recorded observations throughout the course
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Teaching Resources:
Assessment
theteachercandidate.com/assessment

Special Education
theteachercandidate.com/spec-ed

English Language Learners
theteachercandidate.com/ELL

Technology
theteachercandidate.com/tech

French Language Learning
theteachercandidate.com/FLL

Course-Specific Resources

Lesson Plans
theteachercandidate.com/lessonplans

Ontario Curriculum
edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum

How to Protect Your Professional Integrity
For full policies, visit edu.uwo.ca/CSW/my-program/BEd/policies.html

The Bachelor of Education is an intense and demanding program of professional
preparation. Teacher Candidates are expected to demonstrate high levels of academic
commitment and professional integrity that align with both Western University's Academic
Rights and Responsibilities and the Professional Standards and Ethical Standards set by the
Ontario College of Teachers. These expectations govern your time in class, in your
Practicum, in your Alternative Field Experiences, and include the appropriate use of
technology and social media.
The Teacher Education Office will only recommend teacher candidates for Ontario
College of Teachers certification when candidates have demonstrated the knowledge of,
and adherence to, the faculty polices throughout the two-year program.
To review the policies and practices that govern the Teacher Education program,
including attendance, plagiarism, progression requirements, safe campus and more, visit
edu.uwo.ca/CSW/my-program/BEd/policies.html

Support Services:
Health and Wellness
uwo.ca/health
Indigenous Services
indigenous.uwo.ca
Financial Assistance
registrar.uwo.ca

Peer Support
westernusc.ca
Student Accessibility Services
sdc.uwo.ca/ssd

Learning Skills
uwo.ca/sdc/learning
Writing Support
sdc.uwo.ca/writing

Not sure who to ask?
Contact the Teacher Education Office at
eduwo@uwo.ca
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